
Unto Us a Child Is Born

B
EARING CHILDREN, LIKE GETTING MARRIED, IS A HOPEFUL PUBLIC ACT. IT IS NO

accident that throughout the biblical story, the future is made possible by an

unexpected birth. And not only those special births are important. As Claus

Westermann has reminded us, “If no child is born, no savior can come.”* From

creation forward, every child carries the divine blessing.

It is easy enough now to speak of children as curse. The threat of overpopula-

tion, the terror of starvation, the economic cost of child raising, the environmental

damage that comes from another consumer, the fear of an apocalyptic future, the

curb on individual freedom, the danger to the career—all of these are reasons to

steer clear of procreation and even to regard particular children as problematic.

During the early ’70s, when Zero Population Growth was militant even in the iso-

lated stretches of South Dakota, we often thought of putting a sign around the

neck of one of our three children: “I’m adopted.” It might have stifled some of the

more vicious remarks.

The negative concerns are not simply absurd, of course. Though it is no

doubt blasphemous to count as curse what God calls blessing, it is no doubt sin to

have created the conditions where another child can be viewed as a problem for

the parent, the family, the neighborhood, the nation, the world, and the earth it-

self.

But, though the negative concerns make sense—at least, when they are not

simply selfish—a negative attitude will never find solutions for these concerns. To

make curse of blessing will produce the hostile environment for children de-

scribed by more than one of the authors in this issue; it will reintroduce the child

sacrifice overcome in Genesis 22 and reinforce the child abuse some fear in that

text; it will find death to be the solution to life.

The problems are real. But they can be creatively addressed only by those

who rejoice in the blessing of children, who gladly accept the individual, familial,

and social responsibility that children represent, who, in short, believe in the fu-

ture. Looking out the window or into the TV screen is not the best way to engender

belief in the future. Looking at the divine promises epitomized in that amazing

birth at Bethlehem is.

This issue opens with the second annual Word & World lecture. George W.

Forell argues that ethical discourse is still possible and that the Lutheran distinction

between law and gospel still offers a unique contribution to the discussion. Forell
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calls us to enter the ethical fray, despite the difficulties presented by the increasing

number of competing or silencing voices.

In the first article related to the theme of the issue, Fred Rogers (of Mister

Rogers’ Neighborhood) offers insight into teaching children the concepts of empa-

thy and forgiveness—the practice of which is, of course, essential not only to the

religious development of children but to the survival of human society itself.

Thus, we are grateful for all the help we can get and especially welcome the coun-

sel of a person as closely related to the lives of children as Fred Rogers.

In a second perspective piece, Shannon P. Daley presents reasons for weeping

with Rachel over the fate of America’s children, but then calls churches to action to

help our society move beyond lamentation.

In a similar vein, Herbert Anderson and Susan B. W. Johnson collaborate to

document the growing indifference to children of American culture. They urge the

church to struggle “toward childhood”—to become like children—embracing the

role Jesus set before the disciples. Because Norwegian society’s welcome to chil-

dren is so often celebrated, not the least in the last winter Olympics, Word & World

asked Brit Maria Hareide Austad to describe the place of children in that culture as a

comparative case study. Can we learn something from this cross-cultural exercise?

Moving to biblical studies, Terence Fretheim allows the hard question to arise

from the story of the near sacrifice of Isaac: Is God a child abuser? Fretheim’s abil-

ity to take seriously both the modern question and the ancient text makes his read-

ing of the story memorable. James L. Bailey guides us through a careful reading of

Mark 10:13-16 and Jesus’ call to “receive the kingdom of God as a little child.”

Hearing Jesus aright, says Bailey, will lead us to stand in solidarity with children

in their vulnerability and to discover God’s grace in our own weakness.

Eugene Kreider provides not only a developmental framework for under-

standing the church’s ministry with children but also practical suggestions for car-

rying it out. He stresses the mutuality of learning in the relationship between

children and adults.

Ronald A. Nelson calls on congregations to plan worship that is inclusive of

children but does not neglect the quality, ritual, and mystery that are so important

to children (and adults). He urges including children in the sacrament of the altar.

In a related article, however, Mark Tranvik suggests that a Lutheran understanding

of the sacrament, particularly with its focus on repentance and forgiveness, argues

against the practice. No doubt, the debate will continue!

Among this issue’s resources, Susan Stan‘s review of recent religious litera-

ture for children will be especially helpful to church librarians, teachers, parents,

and others who seek lively ways to pass the Christian tradition to a new genera-

tion. Relevant to the theme of the issue, Martha G. Tiede and F. Dean Lueking write

Face to Face in support of public or parochial education. In Texts in Context, Jane

E. Strohl follows the via negativa through the Series C Old Testament lessons for

Lent to a Christian proclamation of the texts.

F.J.G.
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